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IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY 

Note: This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits 
for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules. These 
limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful 
interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, 
and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in 
accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio 
communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not 
occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful 
interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by 
turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct 
the interference by one or more of the following measures: 

- Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. 

- Increase the separation between the equipment and 
receiver. 

- Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from 
that to which the receiver is connected. 

- Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician 
for help. 
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Introduction ana Overvieu, 
Welcome to the world of Quickie! We're glad you've chosen our product 
as your Apple IIgs scanner system. Once you've seen how quick, 
easy...and fun...Quickie is to use, you'll wonder how you ever got along 
without it. 

Quickie is a hand-held image scanner that lets you digitize 'flat page' (that 
is, planar) images very quickly and save them to disk in standard Apple II-
recognized graphic file formats. Its accuracy and ease of use give the non-
artist complete flexibility in selecting existing physical images (drawings, 
photos, cartoons, etc) as sources for on-screen Apple II graphics. This, in 
turn, opens new horizons for full-screen graphics, icons, 'hypermedia' 
stacks, and almost any other Apple II function requiring user-supplied 
images. 

In other words, if you can put it on a table top, Quickie can scan it in for 
you--in seconds! 

Each pass of Quickie's scanner head, which contains a light-emitting-
diode (LED) array, can take in an image that is up to 4" wide; the length 
of a scanned image (on a single pass) depends on the resolution you select 
and the amount of memory available in the your Apple II. In normal use, 
each pass of the scanner head can handle a 'page long image ' --so, two 
passes would handle an 8" x 11" page. 

The Quickie system comprises the scanner unit itself, a small card that 
plugs into any expansion slot, and the scanner application software. The 
software is provided in two versions: GS/OS-based for the IIgs, and 
ProDOS-based, for the He, II+, and Laser 128. 

Scanning is done by pulling Quickie's scanner head over the source image 
on virtually any flat surface at up to one inch per second. Built in rollers 
in the scanner provide for straight-line scanning, plus visual and optional 
audio feedback assure that you're pulling the scanner head at the correct 
rate. 



The scanned image appears on the screen as you scan (GS/OS version)--
or a moment after (ProDOS version)--allowing you to decide immediately 
if it meets your requirements. Quickie's image-handling routines allow 
you to save the screen image (or any part of it) to disk in standard Apple 
II-recognized graphic file formats, both compressed and uncompressed. 
This lets you use the power of Apple II paint programs and other special-
ized applications to get the new image exactly as you want it. 

The Quickie system can be used as a stand-alone application, and, for 
added convenience, you can access the GS/OS version as a New Desk 
Accessory (NDA) while running another GS/OS program. 

This User's Guide is in five sections. The first describes Quickie's system 
requirements, the files on disk, and how to install Quickie hardware and 
software. 

The second section has a summary of primary Quickie controls and 
functions. There's enough information here to get you started scanning 
with the GS/OS version of Quickie. 

The third section describes each of Quickie's GS/OS features in detail; 
typical screens are shown and explainec.11, 

The fourth section tells how to get started with and use the ProDOS version 
of Quickie. 

The fifth section contains information about Technical Support. 

By the way...before you do anything else, please make a copy of each of 
the Quickie disks. Then, run the Read.Me file(s) on disk to get any last-
minute updates. Thanks. 



Section 
System Requirements, Disk Contents, Installation 

Quickie System Requirements 

GS/OS Version  

The Quickie scanner system uses the power inherent in GS/OS 5.0+ to 
maximize speed, efficiency, and user friendliness. Accordingly, it follows 
the recommended minimum RAM size for GS/OS applications: one 
megabyte. Quickie uses all RAM not consumed by GS/OS to increase the 
length of the source image that can be scanned in one pass; RAM sizes 
larger than one megabyte allow Quickie to handle longer images. 

Since Quickie's GS/OS software is published in 3-1/2" disk format, at least 
one 3-1/2" disk drive is required for initial operation. The software may 
be copied to a hard drive and !An from that environment. 

Quickie requires a single IIgs expansion slot to accommodate its plug-in 
card; you can use it in any vacant slot. Just pick one you're not using for 
another card and install Quickie's card per the instructions in Section 
Quickie's application software automatically looks for the plug-in card, 
and if it can't find a card, it pops up an on-screen dialogue box reporting 
the problem. There's no need to make any changes via the figs' Control 
Panel, so you can even use Slot 1 (the printer port), Slot 2 (the modem port), 
or Slot 5 (the Smart port) without losing access to devices plugged into 
those ports on the back of your IIgs. 

ProDOS Version 

You can run Quickie's ProDOS software with as little as 64K of RAM, and 
it can use any extra RAM to increase the length of the source image that 
can be scanned in one pass. 
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Quickie requires a single expansion slot to accommodate its plug-in card; 
you can use it in any vacant slot. [Please note: You can use either Laser 
128 expansion slot.] Just pick one you're not using for another card and 
install Quickie's card per the instructions in Section 2. Quickie's applica-
tion software prompts you for the plug-in card's slot if for some reason it 
can't find it. 

By the way, if you're planning to run the Quickie ProDOS 
software on a IIgs, it's better not to put the card in Slot 5 or Slot 
6. The reason is that you must set the IIgs slot you're using with 
the ProDOS software, and things can be confused if you have set 
the slot assignment to the Smart Port (Slot 5) or Drive Port (Slot 
6) via the IIgs' Control Panel. (If the slot is set to Your Slot, 
there's no problem... but then either your 3-1/2" drives or 5-1/4" 
drives won't be available.) 

The GS/OS Software 

The 3-1/2" Quickie disk has a partial version of GS/OS 5.02--enough to 
make the disk bootable. So, you can get started scanning by just putting the 
disk into your disk boot drive and startin•out the way you do with other 
bootable applications. 

If you normally run GS/OS from a hard drive, though, you'll probably 
want to copy the Quickie files to your drive so they'll be readily available. 
It's a simple matter that can be done with any good file copy program. 
Here are the files that are on the disk: 

Quickie: This is the main application file. It's a GS/OS system file and can 
be anywhere on your hard drive you wish. It can be launched via any good 
GS/OS program launcher. 

Quickie.NDA: This is the New Desk Accessory (NDA) version of 
Quickie; it's in the /Quickie/System/Desk.Accs folder. If you wish to be 
able to run Quickie from within another GS/OS desktop application, such 
as a paint program, copy Quickie.NDA to the Desk.Accs folder within the 
System folder of your GS/OS volume. 



By the way, GS/OS is a little touchy about NDAs. It's best to use 
a GS/OS-based copy program (not a ProDOS 8-based one) to 
copy the Quickie.NDA file to your Desk.Accs folder. 

Quickie.Icons: This folder has GS/OS finder icons for the Quickie and 
Quickie.NDA files, as well as for the Quickie disk and the Vitesse folder. 
If you want these icons to be available when you run GS/OS from your 
hard drive, copy the Quickie.Icons file to the Icons folder on your GS/OS 
boot volume. 

Quickie.Prefs: This is a standard GS/OS settings file that contains current 
choices for aspect ratio, smoothing, and screen format. 

Read.Me: This is a simple GS/OS application that gives any last-minute 
information about Quickie that couldn't be put in the User's Guide. 
There's not much point in copying this file to a hard drive. 

Quick.News:  This text file (located in the Vitesse folder) contains the text 
that's in the Read.Me program. It's pure ASCII text, so you can load it into 
any good text or word processorto print it, if you wish. No need to copy 
this file to a hard drive, either. 

The ProDOS Software 

The 5-1/4" Quickie disk has ProDOS , so it's bootable. You can get started 
scanning by just putting the disk into your disk boot drive and starting out 
the way you do with other bootable applications. 

The second file on the disk is QUICKIE.SYSTEM. This is Quickie's 
application program, the one you need to run when you want to scan. 

The third file on the disk is Quickie.Pic, a Hi-Res graphic file that shows 
the Quickie logo when you boot the ProDOS software.. 

Installing the Quickie Hardware 



Installation of Quickie's plug-in card and the jack for the scanner unit is a 
simple task that requires virtually no technical knowledge; a small Phillips 
head screwdriver is the only tool required, and the whole job should take 
no more than five minutes. 

BUT BEFORE YOU GO ANY FURTHER 

While Quickie's plug-in card and all its components are 'state-of-the-art' 
rugged, you still should exercise caution in the way you handle them. The 
components can possibly be damaged by high levels of static electricity 
that can build up on your hands and fingers. (You can actually store a 
charge of several HUNDRED volts without realizing it!) Also, the gold 
plating on the card's connector 'fingers'can be contaminated by whatever 
may be on YOUR fingers. So, when you're handling the card itself, try to 
hold it by the edges only and avoid touching any metal surfaces at all. 

***** IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY! ***** 

TURN OFF THE POWER TO YOU F COMPUTER BEFORE YOU 
INSERT OR REMOVE QUICKIE PLUG-IN CARD - FAILURE 
TO HEED THIS PRECAUTION COULD DAMAGE THE CARD, 
DAMAGE YOUR COMPUTER, AND VOID THE WARRANTY. 

DON'T TAKE CHANCES — MAKE SURE THE POWER IS OFF!!! 

Step-by-Step 

SPECIAL NOTE FOR APPLE He, APPLE H+, AND LASER 128 
OWNERS: While the installation photos were taken during installation of 
the plug-in card in a IIgs, installation in a II is almost exactly the same, and 
installation in a Laser 128 slot expansion box is very similar. 
1. Remove your Apple II's top cover; if it's a IIgs, press in on the cover's 
rear catches and raise the cover's rear edge until it is up about 2 inches or 
so, then slide the cover to the front and lift it off. Easy does it—no need 
to force anything. (See Fig. 1) 



If you have an earlier Apple II, remove its top cover by pressing 
up on the cover's rear cover to release the catches and raising the 
cover's rear edge until it is up about 2 inches or so, then sliding the 
cover to the back and lifting it off. 

Fig. 1 

Special Note for Laser 128 Users: The general procedure for installing 
Quickie's plug-in card in your machine is the same as for an Apple II. 
However, be sure to read and follow the manufacturer's instructions for 
using the Laser 128's expansion slot feature. 

2. "Ground" yourself by touching the power supply, the large metal box on 
the left side of your Apple II. This is important to do to prevent static 
electricity discharge from damaging any of the components on Quickie's 
plug-in card. (See Fig. 2) 

10 Removing the Top 



Fig. 2 

3. Remove the card from its anti-static pouch and hold it by its edges, with 
the "component" edge toward the right side of the II's case (the side away 
from the power supply). Insert the circuit card into the expansion slot 
you've chosen and seat it firmly into the slot by pressing down and 
"rocking" the board gently. (See Fig. 3) 

Fig. 3 

4. Locate a 'short' access hole on the rear of the your II's case. The IIgs has 
only one; it's the second one from the left, right behind Slot 2. The II+ and 
IIe have two; they're the third ones from the left, right behind Slot 2, also. 

The Laser 128's expansion box has two, also. 



Give the hole's removable plug a half-turn (either way) and remove it. It 
would be a good idea to put the plug in a safe place, in case you need it 
again. 

5. Remove the upper screw from the scanner jack and 'back out' the lower 
screw about 1 full turn. Route the flat ribbon cable from the plug-in card 
to the'short' access hole, slide the scanner jack's lower screw into the hole 
below the access hole so the jack is on the inside of the case and the wires 
run from the jack to the right, away from the power supply . Insert the 
upper screw and tighten both screws just tightly enough that you can't 
wiggle the jack. (See Fig. 4) 

Fig.4 

6. Reinstall your computer's top cover and plug the scanner head's 
connector into the jack. The index mark on the connector will point to the 
right as you look at the back of your II. It will only go one way, but don't 



push too hard, just in case you've got the index mark pointing the wrong 
way. (See Fig. 5) 

Fig.5 

7. Turn the power back on, boot your computer from the Quickie disk, and 
you're ready to scan. 



Getting Started With Quickie - GS/OS Version 

Quickie is really quite easy to use. Adjustable controls on the scanner head 
itself, plus click-selectable screen settings, let you vary the size and 
appearance on the screen of the image you scan. Other screen controls let 
you change the appearance of the image after you've scanned it. On-
screen scrolling lets you see all of even the largest images. 

When you run the Quickie application program or select Quickie.NDA 
(this exclusive feature is explained in Section 3), default settings are 
activated that are useful for typical scans. But before you make any scans, 
you need to set the controls on the scanner head itself. There are three 
controls to set: the Resolution (dots per inch) switch, the Light/Dark 
thumbwheel, and the Letter/Photo switch. These are explained in the 
following paragraphs: 

Selectable Resolution (Image Size) 

Quickie's scanner head allows you to select one of four resolution settings 
(100, 200, 300, and 400 dots per inch); this is done by setting the switch on 
the right side of the scanner head to 1, 2, 3, or 4. The higher the setting, the 
larger the scanned image will appear on the screen, giving you an effective 
magnification capability for detail work. This feature is complemented by 
Quickie's many image-handling software tools. (See Fig. 6.) 

1 2 3 4 
-n tr. 
®1 	 Fig. 6 
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Light/Dark Adjustments - the Thumbwheel 

Quickie's scanner head has an infinitely variable (ie, no click stops) Light/ 
Dark thumbwheel on its left side, providing control over the 'degree of 
darkness' of a source image to which Quickie will respond. This lets you 
adjust for unusually light (washed out) or dark (overexposed) source 
material. A good starting point for this control is with the notch in the 
thumbwheel centered between the words Light and Dark. (See Fig 7.) 

START LETTER 

	PH°T°TT1 I  LIGHT. ili DARK • • • I 

Fig 7 

Actual Scans vs. "Smoothed" Scans - The Letter/Photo Switch 

You may select either a literal mode for scanner operation or a mode in 
which the scan is `smoothed' afterward. The 'literal' mode shows the scan 
on the screen exactly as the scanner head sees it. This mode is selected by 
putting the scanner head Letter/Photo switch (located on the left side of the 
scanner head) in the Letter position. (See Fig. 7.) 

The three Photo switch settings on the scanner head cause it to show image 
half_tones by electronic means--that is, the scanner uses different grey 
patterns when it encounters changes in shading. These switch settings are 
best used when the Grey Smoothing option is selected; there's a step-by-
step procedure for trying this just a little later in this section. 

ark A eljustt 



Please note: If you make a scan with theLetter/Photo switch in one of the 
Photo positions without selecting the Grey Smoothing option, the resulting 
scan will exhibit a very strange checkerboard or cross-hatch appearance. 
You should not use any of the three Photo switch positions unless you have 
selected the Grey Smoothing option. For now, leave the Letter/Photo 
switch in the Letter position; you can experiment with the Photo settings 
after you've gotten some experience with setting Quickie's other screen 
options and controls. 

Scanning 

When you run Quickie application, the first thing you'll see is the familiar 
GS/OS desktop shown in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 8 

Choose a clear source image for trial; we suggest that you use an example 
of 'line art', and the Vitesse logo at the end of this guide is ideal. Set the 
Resolution switch to the '3' position, be sure that Letter/Photo switch is set 
to the Letter position, and put the Light/Dark thumbwheel's notch in the 
middle. 

Since Quickie is equally adept at working in the IIgs' 320 and 640 graphic 
modes, you can use either the default 320-mode (which uses 16 indepen-
dent grey tones) or switch to 640-mode (which gives more detail). You'll 
develop a feel for which mode is better for what kinds of scans as time goes 
by. If you wish to switch now, just press the Open Apple + M key 
combination; each time you do, the screen will change from its current 
mode to the other one. 



To make your scan, select Scan Image from the pulldown menu or press 
Open Apple + I--this turns on the scanner head's illuminator bar and the 
green indicator light on the top of the scanner head (they will flash), and 
it brings up the screen shown in Fig. 9. Note that the screen advises what 
Resolution setting you've set on the scanner head and how long a scan is 
possible. 

    

Sca n) 

0 

Resolution: 300 DPI 
Maximum Scan: 32.35 inches 

( 	Okay  

( 	Cancel  

Fig. 9 

With the scanner head controls set, click the Okay button on the screen (or 
press Return), press and hold the Start button on the left side of the scanner 
head, and pull the scanner head along the source image. You can tell where 
on your source image the scan will begin by looking through the dark green 
plastic window on the top front of the scanner head. The scan starts just 
below the area on which the illuminator bar is shining. 



You'll see the image grow on your screen as you scan. (Fig. 10) Press 
Return to stop the scan at any point. 

C.', File Edit Quickie Display Color 

Fig. 10 

The green indicator light on thrtop of the scanner head lets you know that 
your scan speed is OK. If you move the scanner head too fast, the light will 
flicker or go out, meaning that some of the source image data wasn't 
captured. About one inch per second is a good target speed, and you'll find 
that the optional audio feedback can help you keep from scanning too fast. 

By the way, you'll notice that as you scan, the image appearing on the 
screen 'overlaps' itself when it gets to the bottom of the screen. This is 
normal, and it only affects the temporary  screen image; the entire scan is 
kept in your IIgs' memory, exactly as the scanner head sees it. 

When Quickie has taken in all the data it can (or you've pressed Return), 
the illuminator bar and the indicator light both go out and you see the scan-
ned image in the scrollable window on the screen. (Fig. 11) This is a 
standard GS/OS window, which means that you can use the scroll bars to 
move the image around, enlarge or reduce the window, or 'zoom' it. 

18 Scanning 



File Edit Quickie Display Color 

Fig 11 

Scrolling is done by clicking the mouse on either the horizontal or vertical 
slider, holding down the mouse button, and dragging the slider to a new 
position. 

The window is enlarged or reduced 4ry clicking and dragging the small 
square indicator at the lower right corner of the window. 

Zooming is done by clicking the 'square-in-a-square' indicator at the top 
right corner of the window. 

The entire window can be moved around the screen by clicking the striped 
title bar at the top of the window and dragging the window. 

If you want to keep your first scan and make another, either press the Open 
Apple + I key combination or select Scan Image from the Quickie menu 
pulldown. 

On the other hand, if you don't want to keep the previous scan window, 
click its 'close' button--the small square at the top left corner of the 
window; click the no option to get rid of that window. Then use the Open 
Apple + I key combination to start your new scan. 
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Scanning with More Detail (True Grey) 

You've just seen that Quickie can scan in a `line art' image virtually as fast 
as you can pull the scanner head--that's why we named it Quickie! But 
there are a lot more source images around besides line art...often, you'll 
want to scan in an image that has smooth tones to it: pictures, photos, and 
soon. Quickie handles them very well, but you need to make a few minor 
adjustments first. 

The first thing to do is to be sure you're scanning in 320-mode; it's usually 
superior to 640-mode for scanning smooth source images. 320-mode is 
characterized by rather large letters that go almost all the way across the 
menu bar at the top of the screen. If the letters look rather small and neat, 
and they go only about half the way across the screen, use the Open Apple 
+ M key combination to switch to 320-mode. 

The next adjustment is to change the way that Quickie handles the scan 
data; do this by pressing the Open Apple - G key combination to pop up the 
Grey Smoothing menu. (Fig. 12.) 

File Edit Quickie Display Color 

Fig. 12 



Notice that the 'radio button' that is selected is for Pseudo Grey; that's the 
one that's best all-around for line art. Click the True Grey button now, and 
notice that the Express Smoothing option appears in the window to the left. 
(Don't worry about the other options and controls in the menu for now, 
you'll be better able to experiment with them a little later.) Click Okay or 
press Return to get back to the desktop. 

Next, move the Letter/Photo switch to the Photo setting with the largest dot 
over it; that's the one right next to the Letter position. 

Now, select a source image. Quickie works quite well with almost 
anything, and we've included a test image at the end of this guide. Select 
New Scan from the Quickie menu entry or press the Open Apple + I key 
combination and proceed with the scan the way you did before. 

By the way, you'll notice that as you make the scan this time, the image 
coming in on the screen has a pronounced cross-hatch appearance, as well 
as being noticeably `long and tall'. This is normal—Quickie is showing 
you the raw scanner data just as it sees it. As soon as the scan is completed, 
Quickie will process the data to give you the smooth, detailed image you 
want. 

When you complete the scan (by pressing Return), Quickie pops up its 
Express Smoothing thermometer; a feW'moments later, you see the final 
image in its own window. 

Please keep these points in mind when you're making 'smoothed' scans: 
Quickie brings in a huge amount of data for your IIgs to smooth, and the 
bigger the scan you make, the more time your computer needs to work on 
it. So, the higher the Resolution setting you use, the longer the smoothing 
time will be. Also, the longer you make a scan, the more data Quickie 
passes to your LIgs, and so the longer the smoothing time will be. (If you 
have an accelerator card for your llgs, though, the smoothing time will 
decrease dramatically.) 

True Grey 
	

7,1 
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Saving 

When you've made a scan you want to keep, select Save from the File 
menu bar entry or use the Open Apple + S key combination; this will bring 
up a save menu shown in Fig. 13. 

/11111 Edit Quickie Display Color 

Fig. 13 

The Save menu is a typical GS/OS menu, which means that you can select 
the disk (drive) to accept the scan file, select or name a new folder for it, 
select the name for the file, and select the file format you wish. 

Please Note: If the process of selecting a drive, folder, and filename are 
unfamiliar, please consult the user's guide that came with your IIgs for 
details. 

Quickie is able to save screen images in standard graphic file formats 
recognized by currently-available GS/OS programs: Screen (65 blocks 
long), Paint (compressed), and Apple Preferred (another compressed 
format). 

Scans may be also be saved in PrintShop GS format (a non-standard file 
format that is unique to that program), plus Apple-standard Hi-Res and 
Double Hi-Res graphic file formats. 

For this trial run, just use the default file format, Screen. 



When you elect to save a scan in a format that will not contain the entire 
image,Quickie shows a reduced-size version of the entire scan, with a 
`window' overlayed on it. The rectangle may be dragged around the 
reduced-size image and the portion of the scan that is inside the rectangle 
is what will be saved. 

That's all it takes to scan and save an image--just set the scanner head, 
select 'Scan Image', scan, then select 'Save As'. Of course, there are 
many more Quickie (GS/OS) features that allow you to edit scans, cut & 
paste, load images from disk, print and so forth. They're all detailed in 
Section 3. 



Section 
Quickie (GS/OS) Details 

APPLE MENU 

File Edit Quickie Display Color 
About Quickie... 
Help... 	6? 

Fig. 14 

About Quickie...: Provides version and copyright information. Be sure 
to copy the version number displayed to your warranty registration card. 
[Copy the serial number of your scanner head to the card, too.] Be sure to 
send your warranty registration card back to us. 

Help...: Provides a brief summary of Quickie functions. 

FILE MENU 

.";Edit Quickie Display Color 
New... 
Open 	60 
Close 	641 
Close All 
Save 	as 
Save as... 

Page Setup.. 
Print.., 	6P 

Quit 	OD 

Fig. 15 



New...: Pops up the menu shown below to allow creation and opening of 
a new, blank window. Select either a standard Screen or Paint image 
format, or select Custom and type in values for window width in pixels and 
height in lines. 

Erl Edit Quickie Display Color 

Fig. 16 

Window Size: 

0 640 x 200 - Screen Format 
0 640 x 396 - Point Format 
*Custom: 

Width: M Pixels 

Height: PI  lines 
	

(  Cancel  

Open: Loads a graphic file from disk and displays it in a new window. File 
selection is made via standard GS/OS dialogue box. The entire screen 
assumes the color palette of the file opened. 
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Fig. 17 
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Os= Closes die cum:My-active window. Provides the same function as 
a dick is the Close box of a window. 

Owe Al: Closes all currently open windows. 

Save: Saves the current window in its original format and with its original 
file name. If the image in the window has never been saved, the Save menu 
described below in Save As... appears. 

Save As...: Allows definition of volume, folder, file name, and graphic 
image format for the image in the current window, via a standard GS/OS 
dialogue box. 

CarlEdit Quickie Display Color 

Fig.18 

Page Setup...: Displays a dialogue box that allows setting of various 
printing options; Fig. 19 shows a typical screen. The specific appearance 
of the screen depends on which printer driver file your rigs uses. 
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Select Portion of Image to Print: 

Carl Edit Quickie Display Color 

Printer/Interface.Card  

Paper: ® US Letter 
0 US Legal 
0 R4 Letter 
0 International Fanfold 

Vertical Sizing: Printer Effects: 
0 Normal 	❑ 50% Reduction 

*Condensed 	❑ No Gaps Between 
Orientation: 	Pages 

     

	) 

  

( Cancel 

  

  

     

      

      

Fig. 19 

Print...: Begins printing of the image in the currently-open window. The 
screen shown in Fig. 20 appears to allow you to select the portion of the 
image you wish to print. 

elElEdit Quickie Display Color  

Quit: Quits Quickie and returns you to the launching program. 

Fig. 20 



EDIT MENU 

Undo: Recovers from the most recent user action. 

Cut: Cuts the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rectangle to the 
Clipboard, leaving a blank background in its place. 

Copy: Copies the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rectangle to the 
Clipboard, leaving the original image intact. 

Paste: Pastes the contents of the Clipboard to the selected window. 

Clear: Clears the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rectangle to the 
background color. 

Select All: Selects the entire image in the currently-open window. This 
is the same as using the mouse/cursor to select the entire image. 

Rotate Left: Rotates the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rectangle 
90 degrees counterclockwise. 

Rotate Right: Rotates the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rec-
tangle 90 degrees clockwise. 

Flip Horizontal: Flips the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rec-
tangle horizontally. 

Flip Vertical: Flips the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rectangle 
vertically. 

Invert: Changes all colors of the image portion in the dotted 'marquee' 
to their complements on the window's color palette. 

Resize: Allows 'click & drag' horizontal and vertical resizing of the 
image portion in the dotted 'marquee' rectangle. 

Show Clipboard: Displays the current contents of the Clipboard. 
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Sca n 

0 

Resolution: 300 DPI 
Maximum Scan: 32.35 inches 

Okay 	)1 

(  Cancel ) 

QUICKIE MENU 

Scan Image...: Enables the scanner head and pops up a 'scan' window. 
(Fig. 21.) 

;S File Edit Quickie Display Color 

Fig. 21 

The currently selected scan resolution (dots per inch) and maximum 
allowable length of scan are displayed. Quickie calculates the allowable 
length of scan based on the amount of unused RAM available; as you make 
successive scans and keep their respective windows open, the amount of 
RAM available decreases...and so does the maximum allowable scan 
length. 

Configure...: Allows selection Audio Feedback feature, selection and 
duration of automatic scanner head Timeout, and designation of the 
Quickie interface card slot. Audio Feedback clicks the IIgs speaker to help 
the user gauge scan speed. The Timeout value is the length of time the 
scanner head's illuminator bar will remain `on' after New Scan is selected 
but a scan has not been started. The user may re-designate the slot holding 
Quickie interface card, if needed for special applications. 



Smoothing 

°Block and White 
0 Pseudo Grey 

C) True Grey: 

Sumo thnal;s: 

Shar 

0 Balance Gr 

®Dithered Greys 

( DIM 	( Cancel ) 

ion 

Express 
Generic 
Photo 1 
Photo 2 
Photo 3 

Portrait: The normal scanning mode. The scanner head is moved 
vertically downward over a source image, and the image appears verti-
cally on the screen. 

Landscape: This mode allows a scan to be made left to right, and the scan 
data are manipulated to show the image in its normal (vertical) format. 
During the actual scan, the image appears sideways, but as soon as the scan 
is completed and the data are processed it is shown in normal orientation. 

Blend Lines: Selecting this option causes Quickie to average some of the 
individual lines of a scan. Depending on the source image, this usually 
results in a more accurate representation of the source image. 

Grey Smoothing...: Allows setting of options for assigning grey shades 
to pixels. The menu shown in Fig. 22 appears. 

k';', File Edit Quickie isplay Color 

Fig. 22 

The Black and White option causes Quickie to make every pixel it uses 
for the scanned image either black or white (no greys). This setting is 
quite sensitive to the setting of the Light/Dark thumbwheel. 



The Pseudo Grey option causes Quickie to add some grey tone detail at 
scanned image boundaries. This enhances the appearance of most pure 
`line art' images. 

The True Grey option assigns specific grey shades to scanned image areas 
that are not pure black or pure white. True Grey `sub-options' can be 
selected by clicking the window to the left of the True Grey radio button. 
The default True Grey sub-option is Express, which uses a high-speed data 
processing algorithm for grey smoothing. This is the fastest True Grey 
sub-option, and it works well for almost all source images, no matter to 
which Photo position the Letter/Photo switch is set. 

The Generic sub-option uses a somewhat more complex data processing 
algorithm. When Generic is selected, choices are available to fine-tune the 
algorithm for the desired smoothing effect. Also, the option is available to 
balance the distribution of grey tones in the scanned image. 

Balance Grey Distribution analyzes the frequency of use of the various 
grey tones in a scan, then adjusts their frequencies so that all tones are used 
essentially the same amount. In other words, if a scan uses one particular 
grey tone much more than any other, the screen pixel data are changed so 
that some pixels using the predominant tone are assigned lighter tones, and 
some are assigned darker tones. 

Please Note: The net effect of balancing the distribution of grey tones is 
to increase scan smoothness, while reducing contrast extremes. There is 
no hard and fast rule that can be applied to decide whether a particular 
source image will look better with or without balanced greys; a convenient 
technique is to make two consecutive scans--one with balanced greys, the 
other without--and compare them on the screen. 

Selecting one of the other True Grey sub-options to match the actual 
setting of the Letter/Photo switch (eg, Photo 2 to match setting the Letter/ 
Photo switch to the middle Photo position) applies even more rigorous 
image processing algorithms to a scan, resulting in even more accurate 
grey tones. These advanced techniques require more processing time, and 
their effects are sometimes not noticeable with most scans. 



Aspect Adjustment...: Allows the setting of the length of a scanned 
image relative to its width. The width of the scan remains the same; as the 
adjustment value in increased from the default value of 750, the image 
becomes more foreshortened. Similarly, as the value is decreased, the 
image is lengthened. 

This control is very effective for adjusting scans so they print out correctly. 
Printers vary in how their printed images compare with what's displayed 
on the screen; by adjusting the scanner's aspect ratio, scans can be made 
that compensate for a printer's foreshortening or lengthening of a screen 
image (even though the image on the screen may appear shorter or longer 
than the original image). 

DISPLAY MENU 

Full Screen: Shows the image in a window without intrusion of any scroll 
bars or indicators. The traditional 'hand' icon appears, and the image may 
moved around on the screenpy clicking the mouse and dragging the 
image. This option may be invoked by pressing the Space Bar. 

Show Page...: Shows a reduced-size replica of the entire image occupy-
ing a window. A dotted-line rectangle is superimposed on the image, 
showing the part of the image that actually appears in the window. The 
cursor may be positioned inside the dotted-line rectangle, andthe rectangle 
may then be 'click-dragged' to reposition it. 

Fat Bits: Yields a 5-times sized image for detailed editing. The desired 
pen color may be selected via the Color menu bar item. 

Switch to [---] Mode: Allows immediate switch from 320-mode to 640-
mode, and vice-versa. Please note: switching an image made in one mode 
to the other mode often yields an abnormal screen appearance, due to 
conflict of color assignments in the image's palette. Color assignments 
may be changed easily by loading the image into any GS/OS-based paint 
program and using that application's color tools. 
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COLOR MENU 

This menu selection shows the 16 colors for the palette of the currently-
active window. When a scan is in Fat Bits editing mode, you can click to 
select a color, and the editing pen takes 9n that color. 

Using Quickie from within Another Application 

As mentioned earlier, you can copy the Quickie.NDA file to the Desk.Accs 
folder within the System folder of a GS/OS hard drive volume. If you do, 
it will be available for use from any GS/OS application that adheres to GS/ 
OS desktop application standards. 

To use Quickie as an NDA, just select the Quickie entry in your NDA pull-
down menu bar (under the Apple in the upper left-hand corner of the 
screen). A separate window appears, with its own pulldown menu bar. 
The following Quickie features are available from the NDA's menu bar, 
and they operate exactly as has been described for the Quickie application. 



There is one point to keep in mind when you're using Quickie as an NDA: 
Quickie's plug-in card is activated when you're making a scan, and while 
it's scanning it interrupts any other function normally carried out by the 
slot it's in. 

As an example, if you've got Quickie's card in Slot 1, then you wouldn't 
be able to do background printing while you're actually using Quickie to 
make a scan. 

This "control" is in effect only while you're actually using Quickie as an 
NDA; it's turned off instantly when you're finished. This is usually of no 
concern to Quickie users, but you should think about it when you're 
deciding what slot to use for Quickie's plug-in card. 

34 Quickie. NDA 



Section4 
Quickie (ProDOS) Details 

One of the greatest things about Apple II computers is how even very early 
models have commonality with the latest models. In Quickie's case, we 
were able to design the hardware to perform in both the IIgs and 'vintage' 
Its with no compromise in performance--Quickie scans are made with the 
maximum resolution and detail that the user's II can provide. 

To accommodate the II+, the unenhanced and enhanced He, and the Laser 
128, Quickie doesn't show the image on the screen as you scan. However, 
it only takes a few seconds for the image to appear, so Quickie still earns 
its name--even with the earliest models of the Apple II. Quickie's image-
handling routines allow you to save the screen image to disk in standard 
Apple II-recognized graphic file formats, both Hi-Res and Double Hi-Res. 
This lets you use the power of Apple II paint programs and other special-
ized applications to get the new image exactly as you want it. 

Quickie's Features & How To Use Them 

Quickie is really quite easy to use. „'here are settable controls on the 
scanner head itself, plus selectable screen settings, that let you vary the 
size and appearance on the screen of the image you scan. The arrow keys 
let you see all of even the largest images. 

The easiest way to get scanning with Quickie is to go through a "typical" 
scanning session. The next paragraphs show the screens you'll see, 
describe Quickie system's features one by one, and give pointers on how 
to use them. 

Selecting the Slot 

Under most conditions, Quickie's software will find Quickie plug-in card 
automatically. If it doesn't find it, you'll see the screen shown in Fig. 24. 
Use the Up or Left arrow key to move up, or use the Down or Right arrow 
key to move down, highlight the slot in which you've installed the card. 
and press Return. (Select the Quit to ProDOS option if you don't want to 
scan this time.) 
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/RAH Installed! 

Disengage /RAH (Will Lose Data) 
Preserve /RAM (64K HiRes Only) 
Quit to ProDOS 
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Which Slot Is Quickie In? 

1 
2 
3 

5 
6 
7 
Quit to ProDOS 

Fig. 24 

The /RAM Volume 

If your II has a 64K memory card in it, then booting ProDOS automatically 
creates a volume named /RAM. You can tell Quickie either to preserve 
this 64K volume or to disengage it and use that extra memory to allow 
longer scans. The choice is strictly up to you, but please don't elect to 
disengage the /RAM volume if you have important data in it! (See Fig. 25) 

Fig. 25 



A II...or a IIgs? 

Quickie's ProDOS software runs equally well on all IIs...even the IIgs. If 
you've chosen to use Quickie on a IIgs and run under ProDOS, you'll see 
the screen shown in Fig. 26; if you're not using a IIgs, you won't see it. 
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GS users should note that 
there is a GS-specific version 
of the Quickie software that 
operates in Super Hi-Res. 

- Please press o key - 
- to continue. 

Fig. 26 

The Main Menu 

 

Quickie's Main Menu presents you with 'The Question': to scan...or not to 
scan. (See Fig. 27.) If you really don't vant to do any scanning this time, 
highlight Quit to ProDOS and press Rem; this will exit you to ProDOS 
immediately. 
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QUICKIE MAIN MENU 

Scan New Image 
Quit to ProDOS 

Fig. 27 
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QUICKIE SCAN MENU 

Scan the Image 
Change Scan Width 
Chonge Scan Height 
Aspect Correction is ON 
Timeout Is ON 
Don't Scan an Image 

Mode of Scan: 
Width / DPI : 
Length of Scan : 
System Speed: 

Normal Hi-Res 
4 Inches @ 300 DPI 
Available Memory 
Normal (1 MHz 

On the other hand, when you (IQ want to put Quickie to work, highlight 
Scan New Image and press Return. This will pop up Quickie's Scan Menu. 

The Scan Menu 

Fig. 28 shows Quickie's Scan Menu. This is where you pick the scan mode 
(Hi-Res or Double Hi-Res), the scan height and width, and any or all of the 
blending, audio feedback, and timeout options. It's also where you elect 
whether to scan or to quit. 

lig. 28 

Scan Mode: Depending on which Apple II you have, you will be able to 
scan in Hi-Res and/or Double Hi-Res. The II+ and 64K He's allow only 
Hi-Res images; these are 280 pixels wide by 192 lines high. He's with 
128K of RAM, Laser 128s, and 11gs-es also allow Double Hi-Res images, 
which are 560 pixels wide by 192 lines high. 

You select the scan mode by using the arrow keys to highlight that entry 
and pressing return to switch between the two modes. 

38 Scan Menu 



Scan Width: You can select Quickie's scan width to be 1, 2, 3, or 4 inches 
(full width). If you select one of the narrower widths, Quickie will be able 
to scan longer images. Use the arrow keys to highlight the scan width you 
prefer and press Return to select it. 

By the way, the scan always starts on the left side of the scan bar 
(as you look down on the top of the scanner head), no matter 
which scan width you choose. 

Scan Height: You can select Quickie's scan height to use all available 
RAM, which will give you the longest possible scan, or you can select a 
specific scan length from 1 to 9 inches. Use the arrow keys to highlight the 
scan length you prefer and press Return to select it. 

Keep in mind that scan length is affected by the scan width you 
choose, so you may not be able to scan a certain length, even 
though you select it from the menu. 

Aspect Correction: When this option is ON, Quickie adjusts the incom-
ing scan data so that the image on the screen has the same height to width 
ratio as the source image. When this option is OFF, the screen image is 
noticeably 'taller' or 'narrower' than the source image. Press Return to 
switch this option ON or OFF. 

Audio Feedback: The Audio Feedback option sends a buzzing sound 
through your II's speaker to give you an idea of how fast you're pulling the 
scanner head. 

Timeout: The Timeout option will turn off the scanner head's illuminating 
bar if it hasn't received any image data in the last ten seconds. This stops 
the current scan, and it helps prolong the life of the LEDs that illuminate 
the image. This option is best left ON all the time. 

Don't Scan: Selecting this option takes you back to the Main 
Menu. 



Selectable Resolution (Image Size) 

The four-position switch on the right side of the scanner head controls the 
size of the scanned image on the screen. The "1" position gives the smal-
lest screen image, the "2" position makes the image twice as large, and so 
on. Be sure to set this switch before you start a scan, since once you start, 
changing the switch's position will have no effect. (See Fig. 6 on p. .) 

Please Note: Because of the way the Apple II's screen works, the "1" 
position of the Dots per Inch switch will give a screen image that is about 
the same size as the source image only when you are scanning in Double 
Hi-Res mode. If you are scanning in Hi-Res mode, the image on the screen 
is larger than the source image. 

There are many graphics-handling programs available that can shrink 
graphic images, should you need a smaller size than Quickie can deliver. 
Another way to get smaller images is to use a photocopier that reduces and 
use it to get a small(er) original. 

Light/Dark Adjustments - the Thumbwheel 

Quickie's scanner head has an infinitely variable (ie, no click stops) Light/ 
Dark thumbwheel on its left side, providing control over the 'degree of 
darkness' of a source image to which Quickie will respond. This lets you 
adjust for unusually light (washed out) or dark (overexposed) source 
material. A good starting point is with the notch in the thumbwheel 
centered between the words Light and Dark. (See Fig. 7, p. 15.) 

Letter/Photo 

The Letter/Photo switch on the left side of the scanner head lets you try 
different ways to show scanned images. (See Fig. 7, p. 15.) The letter 
position gives the 'cleanest' effect, because it uses strictly black and white 
pixels--this is the best setting for drawings and text. 

The three Photo switch settings cause the scanner head to try to show 
image half tones by electronic means--that is, the scanner uses different 
pixel patterns when it encounters changes in shading. 



These three switch settings are not supported by the current version of 
Quickie ProDOS software, though it may be interesting to experiment with 
them. They are very interactive with the Light/Dark thumbwheel, and how 
well they work depends to a considerable degree on the image you're 
scanning. 

Please remember: Since theQuickie ProDOS software does not 
support the three Photo switch settings, if you try to use them, 
you'll probably see a strange checkerboard or cross-hatch pat-
tern. This is normal for scans made with the ProDOS software. 
The higher speed of the IIgs and the power of GS/OS let that 
computer use the Photo switch settings to full advantage, but 
ProDOS doesn't. 

Keep in mind that the various switch settings on Quickie's scanner head 
and the options selectable from the screen are interactive; you'll get best 
results by trying several combinations to find the one that gives the most 
pleasing results with the particular image you're scanning at the time. 
There is no hard and fast rule we can give you...but since Quickie scans 
images in so quickly, you can try many combinations in the span of just a 
few seconds and find the one does the best job for you. 

Scanning 

Once you've selected the options you wish from the Scan Menu, the next 
step is to highlight Scan the Image and press Return. This turns on the 
scanner head's illuminator bar, turns on the green indicator light on the top 
of the scanner head, and clears the Scan Menu selections from the screen. 
If you've been doing some scanning, there may be an image held in 
memory; if so, Quickie will pop up the screen shown in Fig. 29. Highlight 
the option of your choice and press Return. 
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Current Picture Not Saved! 

Save Hi-Res Picture 
Scan Over Old Image 
Return to Main Menu 

 

Fig. 29 

 

You then press and hold the Start Mutton on left side of the scanner head and 
pull the scanner head along your source image. The scan will stop when 
either your II has used all available memory or you've scanned the length 
that you selected from the Scan Menu. Pressing Return or Escape will stop 
the scan at any point, too. 

The green indicator light on the top of the scanner head lets you know that 
your scan speed is OK. If you move the scanner head too fast, the light will 
flicker or go out, meaning that some of the source image data wasn't 
captured. About one inch two seconds is a good target speed, and you'll 
find that the optional audio feedback can help you keep from scanning too 
fast. 

You can tell where on your source image the scan will begin by looking 
through the dark green plastic window on the top front of the scanner head. 
The scan starts just below the area the illuminator bar is shining on. 

When Quickie has taken in all the data it can (or you've pressed Return or 
Escape), the illuminator bar and the indicator light both go out and a few 
seconds later you see the scanned image on the screen. Press Return to get 
back to the Main Menu (Fig.30.) 
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QUICKIE MAIN MENU 

Scan New Image 
Scroll Hi-Res Picture 
Save Hi-Res Picture 
Inverse Mode is OFF 
Background is Black 
Quit to ProDOS 

Fig. 30 

There are four new entries on the Main Menu at this point. Scan New 
Image is self-explanatory, as is Quit to ProDOS. 

The second option lets you scroll the screen image around; this is important 
to do before you select the Save option, because the image you see on the 
screen is the image that will be saved to disk. Use the arrow keys to scroll 
the image around; press the Apple key (or the Triangle key on the Laser) 
to make the scroll go faster. 

Saving Images & File Formats 

Quickie is able to save screen images in the standard Hi-Res and Double 
Hi-Res graphic file formats recognized by virtually all ProDOS programs. 
Remember, though, the mode you're using for scanning is the mode 
Quickie will use for saving. Please Note: It 's easy to make scans with 
Quickie that are much larger than the screen...but ProDOS graphic files 
can only be "one screen" in size. So, it's important that you scroll a 
scanned image around the screen to position it the way you want it before 
you save it. 

Be careful to specify the correct volume prefix (name) and folder name for 
the scan you want to save--in addition to the file name itself. You can do 
this by selecting the Save Picture As... option and typing in the full 
pathname. [Example: /MY.DISK/FOLDER/SCAN.NAME.] 

Another way is to select the Change Prefix option and type in the volume 
name (and folder name, if you're using one). Then when you select Save 
Picture As..., you only need to type in the name for the scan. 



Section 5 
Technical Support 

We want you to be completely satisfied with the Vitesse product(s) you've 
purchased. Our Technical Support staff is available to help when things 
have gotten beyond your control, and you may avail yourself of that 
support by writing to 

Vitesse, Inc. 
ATTN: Technical Support 
13909 Amar Road, Suite 2 
La Puente, CA 91746-1669 

...or by calling 

818-813-1274 
9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (hest coast time) 
Monday-Friday 

But please, before you write or call, read the User's Guide and any 
Read.Me and/or Help files provided with our product(s) to see if your 
problem is covered. It can save you and us time that we can use for other 
things. 

Also, be sure you are familiar with how to use your Am* II and other, 
non-Vitesse software and hardware before you contact ust, We can--and 
will--help you learn to use our stuff, but please don't expect us to be able 
to summarize what you can better learn by self-study and practice. 

Thank you for buying a Vitesse, Inc. product. 
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RAM volume 36 
Read.Me 5, 8, 44 
registration card 24 
Resize 28 
resolution 4, 14-17, 21, 29, 35, 40 
Rotate Left 28 
Rotate Right 28 
Save 4, 5, 22, 23, 26, 35, 43, 44 
Save As 22, 23, 26 
Scan Height 38, 39 
Scan Image 17, 19, 23, 29 

scan speed 18, 29, 42 
Scan Width 39 
Select All 28 
serial number 24 
Show Page 32 
smoothness 31 
Start button 17, 42 
System requirements 5, 6 
Technical Support 5, 44 
Thermometer 21 
Timeout 29, 38, 39 
True Grey 20, 21, 31 
Undo 28 
Updates 5 
Vitesse folder 8 
warranty registration card 24 
zoom 18 

All information contained in this manual is for the sole purpose of 
identifying and suggesting the nature of the products described and roes 
not warrant the nature or the quality of the product. 

Specifications are subject to change without notice. 

ProDOS, GS/OS, Apple II+, He, & IIgs are trademarks of Apple 
Computer Inc. 

Laser 128 is a trademark of Laser Computer Inc. 
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